“So funny. I’d watch it again tonight without a doubt”
CELLULOID SOULS

by Zoo Indigo

In the darkness of the cinema, we can brush hands, spill popcorn, laugh, scream, become heroes, villains and lovers. We can dream of kissing strangers, riding horses, saving cities and surviving death. We can weep for the horror of the world and no-one will mind.

Join Zoo Indigo and musician Matt Marks as they re-create and deconstruct your cinema memories in a flurry of foley, wigs, and camera trickery. In their usual abundance of multimedia magic, the performers satirically explore representations of culture, gender and propaganda in Hollywood films. ‘Celluloid Souls’ is a postmodern patchwork of the cinematic; tailor-made for every new audience.

Contains adult humour 16+
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